Stephen Baxter breaks genre boundaries and brings his unique imagination, epic scope and elegant style to an anthropomorphic fantasy. Starting with the story of a young female mammoth and the struggle her herd has to survive into the present day on a remote Siberian Island the MAMMOTH trilogy encompasses thousands of millions of years, the geological and climatic history of earth and a vision of a startling future. All via an astounding evocation of mammoth. Life, biology, intelligence, culture, myth and legend. Mammoth

Book One: Silverhair


Read “Silverhair” by Stephen Baxter available from Rakuten Kobo. Stephen Baxter breaks genre boundaries and brings his unique imagination, epic scope and elegant style to an anthropomorph From Stephen Baxter, one of today’s most acclaimed writers of science fiction and fantasy, comes this unforgettable saga of life and loss in the grand tradition of Watership Down. For fifty thousand springs, Silverhair and her kind, the last of the woolly mammoths, have lived in a remote tundra, rimmed by ice and sea and mountain. Soon to be a mother, Silverhair looks to the future with hope. But even as her life begins, the world she loves is ending. A new menace, more vicious than any enemy, is Silverchair includes comprehensive product development and migration services, online management tools, and ongoing support to ensure publishers achieve their product vision. Learn More. Services. Silverchair delivers high-touch support and customer engagement that distinguishes us in the industry. We place extra focus on the service we offer to our customers and the quality of the relationships we have with them. Learn more. a growing community. See what silverchair can do for you. Contact Info.